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Wireless E-Mail Venture 
June 29, 1992. RAM Mobile Data announced the formation of their 
Wireless Messaging Business Unit. This will provide e-mail users with 
wireless connectivity to their LAN and host e-mail systems, and to public 
e-mail carriers. The service will cover the US and UK. 
RAM Mobile Data is a joint venture between RAM Broadcasting and 
BellSouth — we understand BellSouth chipped in some $350 million for 
its 50% stake. The company operates two-way, wireless data 
communications networks in the States and UK. Laptop or palmtop PCs 
use it to connect to systems back at the office. 
Highly regarded PC e-mail veteran Howard Case has joined RAM to head 
up operations in the Western half of the States. Along with Ed Owens 
(now Director of workgroup applications at Lotus), he originated Higgins, 
an e-mail-cum-calendaring-cum-database package. 
For further information, contact George Dennis at (908) 602-5603. 

Retix X.400 OpenServers Now 
Connect Over TCP/IP 
July 7, 1992. A new version of Retix' OpenServer 400 will work much 
better in TCP/IP environments. Up to now the OpenServer MTA had to 
pass X.400 protocols over ISO transport protocols. It can now transmit 
X.400 over TCP/IP protocols, too. 

Of Special Interest To 
• Organizations who have an extensive TCP/IP network and who wish 

to run an X.400 backbone on it 
• Government contractors with extensive TCP/IP networks in-house, 

who need to demonstrate GOSIP compliance. 

In More Detail 
OpenServer 400 for UNIX v1.4 is, like the other OpenServer products, an 
X.400 MTA ("Message Transfer Agent"). In other words, it's a message 
hub that knows how to send mail packets to other message hubs. 
OpenServers use a specific technology to exchange messages, known as 
ISO TP 0, 2, or 4. This is leading edge stuff, and if you have an in-house 
data communications network, chances are you aren't using it yet. You 
are more likely to be using alternatives such as XNS, Netbeui, SNA's 
transport, or NetWare's SPX/IPX. If you want to have OpenServers talk 
to each other over your in-house network, you can do it; but you'll be 
committing the sin of mixing protocols. 
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RETIX OPENSERVER OVER TCP/IP 
 

Typical configuration running OpenServer 400 for UNIX with thTP Gateway, a 
companion product. 

This is bad, because. means data communications staff now have to 
understand another technology — ISO TP protocols. g the network is 
much harder, because network management tools don't understand both 
technologies and the subtle ways they can interact. 
So what's significant is that Retix has removed its requirement that you 
run ISO protocols. Now, they will let OpenServers communicate using 
TCP/IP only. No need for ISO TP 0, 2, or 4. For organizations with 
substantial use of a TCP/IP network, network management should be 
easier, and installation of OpenServers a lot simpler. 

Requirements 
Op enServer 400 for UNIX v1.4 is a software package and requires its 
own machine to run in. This is typically a 386 with 4MB RAM, 1 floppy, 
and 100MB disk, costing around $2,000. The machine also requires Santa 
Cruz Operation or Interactive Systems Unix. Physical connections to the 
X.400 network must be through an Ethernet card or X.25 adapter. 

Availability, Pricing, Contacts 
OpenServer 400 for UNIX v1.4 is available now and costs $5,995. Optional 
Ethernet and X.25 adapters to connect to the X.400 backbone cost $395 
and $950 respectively. 
If you want to install an SMTP-to-X.400 gateway, you will also want to 
buy Retix' SMTP gateway. This runs in the OpenServer machine and 
costs $1,795. For further information, contact Retix at (800) 255-2333 or 
(310) 828-3400. 
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InBox Folds; CE Software Offers 
QuickMail Migration 
July 13, 1992. Troubled Sitka Corporation has sold its InBox e-mail 
package to leading Macintosh vendor CE Software. Further development 
will cease, and CE is offering a migration path to its popular QuickMail 
package. 

Of Special Interest To 
• Current InBox users 
• Macintosh e-mail users. 

In More Detail 
CE's records indicate that over 600,000 InBox mailboxes were 
distributed, although realistically the number of live users may be more 
like 300,000. Roughly 80% of these are Macintosh based, the remainder 
are DOS. 
Sitka's success was mainly due to its TOPS network operating system for 
the Macintosh. This was much better than Apple's own offering. With 
System 7, however, Apple bundled TOPS' popular peer-to-peer 
functions, so Sitka's revenues dived. With the bread-and-butter income 
disappearing, companion products such as InBox were bound to suffer. 
The rumor mill has it that Sitka has been hemorrhaging cash for some 
time, and that owner Sun Microsystems plans to quietly close the 
business. 
It's a sad story of bright people who got trounced by things largely 
beyond their control. Sun paid $20 million for the company in the mid-
80's. The price seemed high, given that annual revenues were only $4 
million at the time. But Sitka grew to $30 million almost overnight, so 
Sun looked like a very canny investor. Unfortunately things then went 
downhill, despite Sitka's competent efforts. 
Hence the InBox sale. It's good news for current users, because support 
won't suddenly disappear along with Sitka's likely future demise. Also, CE 
Software plans to offer attractive financial incentives for customers who 
migrate over to QuickMail. QuickMail is CE Software's flagship product 
and the leading e-mail package for Macintoshes. To ease the transition, 
CE is developing conversion tools to transfer all InBox messages, 
enclosures, users, and mail hubs. 
Sitka will continue to provide full technical support to all InBox customers 
until September 30, 1992. After that, all calls will automatically transfer to 
CE Software. 
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Pricing, Contacts 
The InBox upgrade to QuickMail plus conversion utilities will be 
available through September 30, 1992, for $24 per mailbox. QuickMail 
servers, selected gateways and remote software come free. For further 
information, contact CE Software at (515) 224-1995. 

Forms Routing For MS Mail 
July 16, 1992. JetForm Corporation announced its forms routing package 
will run over Microsoft Mail. This follows their support for cc:Mail as 
transport which shipped earlier this year. 

of Special Interest To 
• Companies evaluating forms routing who need to connect users of 

different e-mail systems, especially cc:Mail and MS Mail 
• Companies who want to build forms routing applications, and send 

the forms over other e-mail transfer systems, especially OpenMail, 
AT&T EasyLink, PROFS, and All-In-1 

• Current and prospective MS Mail users who need forms 

routing. In More Detail 
The announcement is good news on several counts. First, a full-function 
workflow application development environment is now available for MS 
Mail. Second, it demonstrates Jet Form's transport independence. This is 
important because many companies will need to run workflow 
applications that span different e-mail systems. For example, with 
JetForm v3.1, you can route and process screens between cc:Mail and MS 
Mail users, provided a mail gateway connects the two. 

-

I. Growing MAPI Support 
The announcement is also good news for Microsoft's MAPI. It's now well 
on its way to general industry support — which cannot yet be said of its 
competitor VIM. But first, a bit of background. 
MAPI is a standard messaging API. Programs call it to do things like 
send messages, pick up messages, and query mail directories. The final 
spec. isn't ready yet; like its competitor VIM, advice from third parties is 
still  being digested and incorporated. A preliminary version, "Simple 
MAPI," is what's available today. 

PI is designed to be independent of transport. The code sits upon a 
standard lower-level API which makes calls to another system, which in 
turn actually moves information from A to B. All e-mail systems have 
some sort of underlying message transmission system like this. Initially, 
MAPI only worked with one transport — that of MS Mail. 
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JETFORM USING MAPI TO SEND A FORM 
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In June, HP and AT&T announced they are building MAPI drivers. HP's 
OpenMail will carry MAPI traffic, so will AT&T's public e-mail service 
EasyLink. When the drivers become available in 4Q92, MAPI applications 
such as MS Mail will be able to exchange messages via OpenMail or 
EasyLink — you won't have to use Microsoft's own transport. Microsoft 
has just commenced building similar MAPI drivers for PROFS and All-In- 
1. Notwithstanding the differences between Simple MAPI and the final 
spec., it's clear the transport interface is getting concrete support and 
getting more credible by the day. 
What about MAPI's application interface? MS Mail uses this. But hitherto, 
there have been no third party products using it (or, to be more precise, 
Simple MAPI). JetForm appears to be the first third-party application to 
do so. This is good news for JetForm users, because they'll have more 
choice of transport. Microsoft must also be pleased. We guess other third 
party MAPI applications will appear over the next few months. 

2. Workflow Between Different E-Mail Systems 
6 



The announcement also raises an important issue for people evaluating 
workflow development environments. Today, you have two choices if you 
want to use an in-house e-mail system to move around messages. Either use 
a product such as BeyondMail, which has forms routing tightly integrated 
with e-mail client software; or use a forms routing package such as 
JetForm which is separate from an e-mail system but which uses email 
to move forms. The first category can deliver more function for people 
familiar with the e-mail client, but the trouble is all workflow users 
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must use the same e-mail client software. The loosely integrated JetForm 
approach solves the problem. 

Availability, Pricing, Contacts 
JetForm v3.1 will be available 3Q92. It costs $495 for a five-user license 
and $1,495 for a 20-user license. For further information, call JetForm 
Corporation at (800) 267-9976. 

NetSwitch: Alternative To 
Soft•Switch And Retix? 
July 23, 1992. Technology Development Systems contacted us to promote 
their new NetSwitch product. 
NetSwitch is an X.400 MTA that runs on standard PCs under OS/2. It also 
has gateways to Action Technologies/NetWare MHS, PROFS, OV/VM, 
OV/MVS, outgoing and incoming fax, and telex. 

Of Special Interest To 
∗ Companies who need to build an in-house backbone using ordinary 

PCs as MTAs; especially those with extensive use of PC e-mail based 
on Action Technologies/NetWare MHS, and PROFS or Office Vision. 

• Companies seeking alternatives to Retix or Soft•Switch. 

In More Detail 
Technology Development Systems is pitching NetSwitch at F2000 
companies who need to integrate five or six different e-mail 
environments. They therefore see Retix and Soft•Switch as the main 
competition. 
The product is very new, with one household name customer right now. 
TDS recognizes its first version needs plenty of refinement, and their 
focus is initially to add X.500 based directory synchronization, and SMTP 
and Wang OFFICE gateways. 
If what TDS says is accurate, NetSwitch sounds interesting on several 
counts. 
I. Use Of Standard PCs 
You can run the MTA on a standard PC. This is unlike Soft•Switch, 
where the software either runs on a mainframe, or on a Data General 
Aviion Unix machine. Use of your standard in-house Intel boxes should 
make hardware maintenance much simpler. Integration of special options 
such as backup units, extra disk, etc., should also be simpler and cheaper, 
plus you'll get a better choice of features. 
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2. Cost 
An X.400 MTA plus connections to two e-mail systems will cost about 
$12,000, including all hardware and software. This is substantially 
cheaper than Soft•Switch, where a low end EMX switch is some 
$30,000. Hardware maintenance costs should be a lot less, too. The 
pricing is similar to, and appears to be modeled on, that of the Retix 
X.400 OpenServer. 
3. MTA & Gateways In A Single Box 
NetSwitch gateways normally run in the same machine as the X.400 MTA. 
You can run up to six gateways in the machine, although expect hardware 
upgrades if you want to maintain performance. This is unlike Retix, where 
two PCs are usually needed: one to be the MTA, and another to run a 
gateway that connects the end e-mail system to the MTA. 
4. PROFS/Office Vision Support 
NetSwitch itself provides the PROFS or Office Vision gateways, which 
connect to their X.400 switch. Retix doesn't provide this, nor do any of its 
OpenServer Partners. So you have to get the gateway from someone else, 
such as IBM. With two vendors involved, you're more likely to be dragged 
into systems integration and finger-pointing problems. 
5. Company Responsiveness 
TDS is still small (12 employees), and they offer systems integration 
services. At this stage, customers can probably get a lot more custom 
attention and influence the product more easily. 

Requirements 
NetSwitch runs in an OS/2 PC. The PC should be at least a 386 running at 
33MH, with 16MB RAM recommended. If you want to keep messages for 
any length of time, reckon to have at least 200MB of disk storage. 
Any reasonable network adapter cards can be used to connect the 
NetSwitch PC, and the product should work with any major PC network 
operating system. Current users connect MTAs via an internetwork of PC 
networks, each of which runs the same network operating system. TDS 
says that dialup and X.25 links are also possible for MTA-MTA transfer. 

Availability, Pricing, Contacts 
NetSwitch is available now. MTA software prices vary from $8,000 to 
around $150,000, depending on the number of gateways involved. A typical 
entry level system would cost $8,000 and include the software for a single 
X.400 MTA, plus PROFS and MHS gateways. 
For further information, contact Wilton Rooks or Tony DeFrances at (708) 
382-9191. 
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Microsoft Ships Calendaring/ 
Scheduling Package 
July 28, 1992. Microsoft announced Schedule+ for Windows, a calendaring 
and scheduling package. It is available immediately. 

Of Special Interest to 
• Microsoft Mail users 
• Companies with a heavy bias towards Microsoft applications 
• Users of PROFS and Office Vision who wish to migrate to PC e-mail 

but need integrated calendaring & scheduling. 

In More Detail 
Schedule+ provides standard calendar and scheduling functions. The 
crux of the user interface is a realistic-looking appointment book. 
1. Scheduling 
As with all such products, the first challenge is to get all users 
maintaining their schedules on the system. 
Once everyone's put in their calendar information, Schedule+ can search 
their schedules for available time slots, send invitations, and reply to 
invitations. RSVPs are tracked to enable meeting organizers to check the 
attendance status. Canceled or rescheduled meetings cause automatic 
notification of attendees. 

SCHEDULE+' APPOINTMENT BOOK 

 
Microsoft Schedule+

File Edit Appointments Tasks Options Window Help
Max Benson

Discuss spring promotion with Blue Yonder Airways repUit•

Conference call *KW andLA OffiCes

Mom's birthday
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A six-level security system limits schedule access to qualified people. 
Meeting resources such as conferences rooms and audio visual equipment 
can be reserved. Portable PC use is supported; the portable keeps a copy 
of the user's calendar, and periodically reconciles it with the main copy at 
the office. Schedules and task lists can be printed out in various formats. 
2. Task List 
Schedule+ also maintains to-do lists. These can be organized by project, 
with priorities. To-do lists integrate with a user's calendar, indicating when 
they will be working on a task, or when a task was completed. 
3. Integrating Different Workgroups 
Coordinating schedules across workgroups is easy to do with centralized 
systems such as PROFS (provided you only have a single PROFS node!) 
PC-based scheduling is more tricky, because each workgroup maintains 
its own schedules. To coordinate across workgroups, you need some 
sort of distributed database. 
Microsoft implements this in two ways: 
• "Schedule Distribution". Here a batch process periodically 

disseminates every user's schedule. It only sends the barest information 
— whether, for a given time interval, the user is busy, or free to meet 
with others. Only update information is transmitted in order to reduce 
network load, and propagation takes place using mail messages. 
Propagation can take place to local and remote workgroups, and can 
be configured in many ways. For example, when the updates take place 
( every ten minutes, or at 3am, etc. ); or for how long in the future 
schedules should be transmitted (just the next thirty days, or for twelve 
months, etc.). 

• "Dynamic Connection." Here all calendar information is shared 
dynamically. This type of propagation works locally as well as over a 
WAN, provided DOS directory redirection is supported. Response 
time is slower than with the prior distribution method, but users see 
completely up-to-date calendars. 

Beta sites we interviewed believe that dynamic connections are much 
better than schedule distribution, despite possible traffic problems. To 
keep OA professionals busy, it's also possible to have hybrid combinations 
of the two strategies. 
4. MS Mail Integration, Transport Independence 
Initially, Schedule+ requires MS Mail 3.0. It uses the directory to 
access user names, and uses the transport to send requests for 
meetings, and replies. It also uses MS Mail to propagate schedule 
information between workgroups. 
However, the product gains access to these messaging services by making 
calls only to the MS Mail Windows client. Today, this uses MS Mail as a 
transport. However, several vendors, including AT&T, HP, and 
Microsoft, are writing drivers which allow the client to use other mail 
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transports. By the end of 1992, drivers are expected for OpenMail and 
EasyLink. Work has started on drivers for PROFS and All-In-1. So it 
shouldn't be too long until Schedule+ allows the use of other e-mail 
transports. 
5. PROFS/Office Vision Integration 
In September and on request, Microsoft will provide a utility to convert 
PROFS/Office Vision calendars into Schedule+ format. This will also be 
available on CompuServe. 
MS Mail's PROFS gateway is also being enhanced to support Schedule+. 
In 4Q92 a new release will let Schedule+ users request a meeting with a 
PROFS user at a given time, and vice versa. In 1993 another version will 
also allow two-way browsing through schedules. 

Requirements 
The product needs Windows 3.0 or higher. The initial release needs MS 
Mail/PC v3.0. 

Availability, Pricing, Contacts 
Schedule+ is available now. A starter pack with server-to-server 
communications software and two workstation licenses is $195. 
Additional workstation licenses are $395 per 5-pack, $1,349 per 20-pack, 
$5,500 per 100-pack, and $22,500 per 500-pack. All prices are suggested 
list, so expect street prices at 40% below these. As an inducement, 
Microsoft Mail 3.0 users receive a special promotional price of $25 for 
the starter pack. 

For further information, contact Microsoft at (800) 227-4679. 

What Users Say 

"Great product. For MS Mail users, much slicker than other scheduling 
systems such as OnTime and PackRat. Wish Schedule+ didn't limit us to 
thirty minute slots. Very attractive interface, occasionally too mousy;" 
Michael Falcone, Network & Systems Analyst, BCM Engineers, Audubon, 
PA 
"Like the directory propagation across workgroups a lot. We prefer the 
dynamic propagation to the scheduled approach because otherwise you 
never know if you're looking at accurate schedules;" Anonymous due to 
company policy, Electronic Messaging Supervisor, F1000 Company 
"Looks very nice. Like the task manager. Looking forward to getting the 
PROFS import/export functions;" Anonymous due to company policy, IS 
Strategy Analyst, F1000 Company 
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Microsoft Ships MS Mail/PC v3.0 
July 28, 1992. Microsoft announced that Microsoft Mail v3.0 for PC 
Networks is now shipping. It includes a lot of new features, notably 
automatic directory synchronization; growing transport independence of 
the Windows client; and improvements to the Windows and PM clients. 

Of Special Interest To 
• Current and prospective MS Mail users 
• Current users of Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word for Windows. 

In More Detail 
1. Directory Synchronization 
There is a new, more automated process to synchronize directories. It's a 
batch process, performed periodically at times and in ways defined by the 
administration staff. The process posts updates to a central directory, 
consolidates them, and sends out consolidated update information to 
workgroup directories. Microsoft has done a lot of work to handle the 
things that can go wrong. 
Local user address lists are then updated. With earlier versions, it was 
only possible to have 32,000 names in a local global address list; this now 
has no practical limit and Microsoft claims performance with one million 
entries is very fast. 
2. MAPI 
The Windows client is built on an early version of Microsoft's mail 
transport interface, MAPI. This architecture allows drivers to be written 
for other transports. Drivers for AT&T's EasyLink and HP's OpenMail 
are due 4Q92 — when they appear, the Windows client will be able to 
transfer messages through EasyLink and OpenMail, and won't have to 
use Microsoft's own transport method. 
MS Mail also provides C and Visual Basic interfaces to a stripped-down 
version of MAPI called Simple MAPI. With these functions, technical staff 
can add messaging to any Windows application. Some of the functions 
provide a standard mail dialog box. There are twelve calls in all, letting 
you send, read, delete, and save messages. 
3. Inter-Group Communications Using MS Mail Gateways 
MS Mail's gateways for PROFS, X.400, SNADS, SMTP, and MHS let 
different MS Mail workgroups connect via an existing PROFS, X.400, SN 5, 
SMTP, or MHS network. Furthermore, using a technique called message 
encapsulation, no information is lost between any two end MS Mail 
systems. The significant consequences of this are 1) Rich messages with 
OLE objects (pictures, sounds, etc.) get transferred across the backbone, 
and 2) The new directory synchronization works transparently through 
the backbone. 
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MESSAGE ENCAPSULATION 

 

4. New Client Features 
There are important improvements to the Windows and PM clients. They 
now have Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) support, so you can put 
charts, pictures, and sound objects directly into a message. Users can see 
or hear these structures without running the application concerned. 
There's also a spell checker, and users can filter out messages based on 
subject, sender, recipient, or message content. Attachments can be placed 
within messages and when their icon is double-clicked, the corresponding 
application launches automatically. 
The DOS and Macintosh clients have some small ease-of-use 
enhancements, and the Macintosh client also has some System 7 features: 
Core Apple Events, TrueType fonts, and international support. 
5. Custom Commands & Forms 
Technical staff can add custom commands to MS Mail GUI menus to 
perform functions unique to their needs. These can also be installed so 
that they don't appear in a menu, but are automatically executed when a 
user starts mail, quits mail, or receives new mail. Any executable code can 
be run from a custom command. For example, custom commands could: 
∗ Let the user check information in a mainframe database system without leaving a® 

• Select a report from a standard library and include it in a message. 

We also understand standard forms can be incorporated into MS Mail to 
automate operations such as ordering supplies. At the time of writing, we 
have little information on this potentially valuable capability. 
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Requirements 
The Windows client requires Windows 3.0a or later and 2MB RAM. The 
DOS client requires DOS v3.1 or later and 512KB RAM. The Macintosh 
client requires System 6.0.3. or later, and runs on a Macintosh Plus, 
Classic, LC, SE, Ilsi, or other II-family, or Macintosh Quadra PCs, or 
PowerBook and other portables. 
A workgroup's file server needs at least 3.5MB of storage for executables 
and a message store. To run the External program (transfers messages 
between workgroups), an XT class machine with 640KB RAM is 
sufficient. 

Availability, Pricing, Upgrades, Contacts 
MS Mail v3.0 is available now. 
Suggested retail for the Microsoft Mail 3.0 server is $695. This includes 
DOS, Windows, Macintosh, and OS/2 client software; a license for ten 
workstations (can be an arbitrary mix of platform types); the External 
program (an MTA, i.e., transfers messages between workgroups); and 
automatic directory synchronization. Additional workstation licenses are 
available in 5-packs at $395, 20-packs at $1,349, 100-packs at $5,500, and 
500-packs at $22,500. Remote clients are $195 each. Expect street prices 
40% below these. 
MS Mail v2.1 users who bought the product after January 1, 1992, can 
upgrade to v3.0 at no charge. Other MS Mail customers can upgrade to 
v3.0 at $295 per workgroup message store and MTA, with no charge for 
workstation licenses. To upgrade, call Microsoft at (800) 227-4679. 
For further information, contact Microsoft at (800) 227-4679. 

Manzi, Kahn Address Upcoming 
EMA Conference 
The next annual conference of the Electronic Mail Association — to be 
held in San Francisco on October 26-28 — continues to gather 
momentum. The event's stature is such that the heads of leading software 
firms are lining up to make presentations. 
Jim Manzi, President and CEO of Lotus Development Corporation will 
give the keynote address. Philippe Kahn, President and CEO of Borland 
will also be a featured lunch speaker. Borland isn't normally much 
thought about in the messaging field, but as e Cavanagh, Executive 
Director of the EMA points out, "They've just hired Doug Brackbill from 
a senior position at MCI Mail, plus Philippe spoke on messaging at the 
Dyson conference recently and is now addressing the Groupware Show — 
it's clear Borland intends to be a significant player." 
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The conference agenda is, as usual, stimulating, and most of the 
industry's top experts will be there. Session topics cover a wide range, 
including X.400 implementation, wireless mail, document standards, 
fax integration, mail enabled applications, directory integration, and 
security. Pre-conference tutorials are also being held on the weekend 
immediately prior to the conference. These each last one day and cover 
an e-mail introduction, X.400, creating a message network, directories, 
LAN  messaging, and wireless communications. .

Dates, Price, Contacts 
The EMA's Annual Conference will be held in San Francisco, from 
Monday, October 26 to Wednesday, October 28, 1992. The conference 
costs $745 ($200 discount for EMA members) provided you book prior 
to August 30. 
The one-day tutorials are on Saturday, October 24 and Sunday, October 
25. Each costs $295 ($50 discount for EMA members). 

For further information, contact Mike Cavanagh at (703) 875-8620. 
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The Ferris E-Mail Update 
The Ferris E-Mail Update is a news and analysis service designed to help computer professionals keep informed about the email field. It 
appears twenty times annually. Readers save time because they no longer have to pore through the news sections of different trade 
publications, sifting through articles of varying quality. 
The Update tracks message transfer and related technologies including directory services, mail network management, 
calendaring/scheduling, bulletin boards, mail-enabled fax, workflow/forms routing, mail-enabled EDI, and wireless messaging. 
Because most organizations are now migrating to PC platforms, our editorial focus is on PC e-mail within enterprise 
messaging environments. We are generally brief about announcements that have no bearing at all on PC e-mail. 
The Update is in a loose-leaf reference format, and comes with its own binder. FNI e-mail experts write the articles, based on our 
own analysis and interviews with vendors, customers, and beta sites. We also test the more important products in our e-mail test 
center. This consists of 7 PCs and Macintoshes, a NetWare server, a Lan Manager server, and 2 laser printers. The PCs run 
Windows and DOS, and all devices connect through lOBT Ethernet. 
As with most FNI products, the Update has an unconditional guarantee. Try it. If at any time you're disappointed, we will refund your 
entire annual subscription. 

Need Call-In Privileges? 
Excited about the Ferris E-Mail Update, but got questions specific to your organization? Sign up for our call-in consulting service, 
Ferris E-Mail Update Plus. 
Designed for the full-time office automation professional, this program provides call-in consulting on issues discussed in the 
Update and other FNI publications, and time-saving reference materials. More specifically, 2 people are designated by the 
customer to be the FNI contact. They receive one copy each of the Update, and up to 30 hours of contact with the original 
authors and researchers. Every quarter, they also receive a digest of vendors and products, together with address and other 
contact information; a product version table, which provides a quick way to determine whether a user should upgrade; an 
upgrade digest, describing upgrade charges, additional hardware and software needed, and who to contact for upgrades; and 
a consolidated table of contents and index. The Ferris E-Mail Update Plus service costs $4,995 annually. 

Need Product Analysis Or Strategic Planning Advice? 
Bring us in for a day to review current messaging plans, and the outlook for the next five years. Or, if you need in-depth 
sessions with your planning and implementation staff, bring us in for five to ten days. Call (415) 986-1414 for further 
information. 

Other FNI E-Mail Publications 
Integration Of PC E-Mail: Planning, Product Evaluation, Implementation. Topics include PC e-mail tutorial, vendors, standards, 
evaluation guidelines & methodology, case histories, design methodology, implementation guidelines, financial analysis, product 
assessments. 250 pages, $995. November 1991. 
PC E-Mail APIs. Topics include API functions, X.400 API, VIM, MAPI, strengths & weaknesses of each, who should use, case studies, 
suitable applications, development staff training, future outlook. 50 pages. $495. Publication September 1992. 
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